That the government should not
place any restrictions on free
speech
f ire_wings (PRO)
Ave

I don't have much time to write my argument, and I am writing in my phone, so I apoligize for
some spelling errors which can happen in the phone. I will not be proviving sources in the debate,
because I cant do that in the phone. I am writing this in the car, because I am away for vacation.
That is another reason why my argument will be short.

My first argument will be about the articles of the UN, and laws In an article, it says that all
people have the liberty, and the first amendment, which says that we have the liberty.

Now, what liberty do people have? Well, lots such as liberty of choice, liberty of harm, and
freedom of speech.

Now, freedom of speech. We have the freedom of speech, or to easily say it, we have the
freedom to talk what we want, and we can say anything we want.

The debate is about if the government placing restrictions of speech. And, as I showed we have
the freedom of speech, and that we can say whatever, we should not let the government do this.
The resolution is affirmed, and vote for Pro. I apoligize for the bad argument.

Vale

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Famousdebater (CON)

Af f irmative and Negative Burdens

I argue that my opponent's burden cannot be advanced based on the assumption made in the
resolution regarding the existence of a "moral obligation", implied by the word "ought" [1].

Since the resolution makes a positive assertion my opponent must prove that:

"the government should not place any restrictions on free speech"

My burden requires me to show either one of two things:

A) That the government should place restrictions on free speech.

B) That the government have no obligation to do or not to anything (and therefore the positive
assertion that my opponent makes is invalidated based on the fact that he must show that the
government SHOULD NOT do something).

In this debate I will choose option B and in doing this, not only will I fulfill my BOP but I will also
negate my opponent's case which is contingent on the existence of moral objectivity [2].

My Case

My case is very simple. There are many, many normative ethical theories. Each of these pose
different ideas of what is moral [3]. Examples include ideologies such as:

Intellectualism - the belief that the action that best fosters and promotes knowledge is the most
moral action [4].
Welfarism - the belief that the action that increases economic welfare and general welfare is the
most moral action [4].
Utilitarianism - the belief that the action that promotes and maintains the most happiness is the
most moral action [4].

Different people believe these examples of normative ethical theories (and more) [5]. There is no

Different people believe these examples of normative ethical theories (and more) [5]. There is no
one objective standard - if there was, then different people would not believe different things (ie.
the very definition of the term subjective {paraphrased using synonyms}) [6]

Metaethical theories are theories regarding what morality actually is [7]. Normative ethics are what
make up metaethical theories since they dictate what is actions are moral (in this case the
examples include: actions that promote/foster knowledge; actions that increase economic
welfare/general welfare and action that maintain and promote happiness) [4].

Since there are no unanimous and innate agreements on what normative ethical theories are
correct and normative ethical theories make up metaethical ones, it is clear that there is no
objective moral standard which my opponent's case is contingent on.

Syllogism 1

P1 - Objective morality has not been demonstrated.
P2 - My opponent's case and burden is contingent on objective morality.
C1 - My opponent's burden cannot be made.
P3 - As labelled above there are 2 courses for me to meet my burden (A and B).
P4 - I proved option B (see P1).
C2 - My burden is met.

Sources

[1] http://www.dictionary.com/browse/ought
[2] http://www.philosophybasics.com/branch_moral_absolutism.html
[3] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normative_ethics
[4] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normative_ethics#Normative_ethical_theories
[5] http://www.ethicsmorals.com/ethicsnormative.html
[6] https://www.google.co.uk/search?sourceid=chrome-psyapi2&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8&q=subjective%20definition&oq=subjective%20definition&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.2752j0j4
[7] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meta-ethics

Cross-Examination
Famousdebater: Fire, do you wish to expand upon your arguments in the next round?
Famousdebater: Also, are you planning on affirming moral objectivism?
Famousdebater: Actually, ignore the first question. We are both in need of expansion upon
our cases. Could we use the next round for that instead of jumping straight to rebuttals?
fire_wings: Yes, of course I will expand my case, maybe change the whole thing.
fire_wings: Yeah, let's use the next round only for expansion of our cases.
Famousdebater: Okay. Could you answer the 2nd question please.
fire_wings: I was not planning to.
Famousdebater: That answers ambiguous. You imply that you wren't planning to but you that
doesn't answer the question.
Famousdebater: ^i.e.. Please answer the question more clearly.
fire_wings: You were saying are you planning to. I said I wasn't planning to. How more clear
can I answer that?
fire_wings: You say this, "My burden requires me to show either one of two things: A) That
the government should place restrictions on free speech. B) That the government have no
obligation to do or not to anything (and therefore the positive assertion that my opponent
makes is invalidated based on the fact that he must show that the government SHOULD NOT do
something). " How can you choose your burden? You made 2 choices. 2 is obviously an
advantage for you, but I think 1 is more important, and more like your burden. Your burden is to
place restrictions on free speech, (continued on the next post)
fire_wings: because your burden is the opposite of my burden, and my burden is that I need
to not place any restrictions on free speech.
Famousdebater: I have one burden but there are two different ways of achieving it. I decided
to go for option B (the kritik). Both of them advance the same burden.
Famousdebater: I'll rephrase that question for you. Will you affirm moral objectivism in this
debate now that you've seen my argument?
Famousdebater: And if you are going to affirm moral objectivism - how do you plan on doing
so?
Famousdebater: Let us form a round structure as well. Round 1 is solely for arguments.

Famousdebater: Let us form a round structure as well. Round 1 is solely for arguments.
Round 2 is for extended arguments and rebuttals. Round 3 is for defense and conclusions.
Agreed?
Famousdebater: If fire does not answer me in cross examination then the structure proposed
below should be introduced since I gave him adequate time to respond.

f ire_wings (PRO)
Ave

Frame work

My f rame work will be ce nte re d around f re e dom of s pe e ch. Fre e dom of s pe e ch is the f re e dom of talking on what you
want, g iving your opinion, and having the f re e dom of s pe aking . I will s ay how this f re e dom of s pe e ch will be important f or
my s ide , and how it contradicts my oppone nt's s ide in my arg ume nts .

Burde ns

My oppone nt in his las t round g ive s s ome burde ns f or me , and him. I ag re e what he s aid about my burde n, but not his
burde n.

My oppone nt s ays that my burde n is , "that the g ove rnme nt s hould not place re s trictions on f re e s pe e ch." As my
oppone nt is the oppos ition, he ne e ds to arg ue that the g ove rnme nt s hould place re s trictions on f re e s pe e ch, be caus e
we are in oppos ite s ide s . My oppone nt s ays that he will prove that the y don't ne e d to do it, but the y can. T hat is a totally
dif f e re nt s ide , not my oppone nt's s ide . He nce , that is NO T my oppone nt's burde n.

Arg ume nts

I will make my arg ume nts , as we ag re e d to in the CE. I did not have time to arg ue in the CE.

My f irs t s e ction of my arg ume nt will be about s ome laws and s ome Ame ndme nts . T he f irs t ame ndme nt I will talk about is
the Firs t Ame ndme nt of the US. In a s hort g uide to the Cons titution, it s ays this . " Congress

shall make no law

respect ing an est ablishment of religion,or prohibit ing t he free exercise t hereof;or abridging t he

respect ing an est ablishment of religion,or prohibit ing t he free exercise t hereof;or abridging t he
freedom of speech, or of t he press;or t he right of t he people peaceably t o assemble, and t o
pet it ion t he Government for a redress of grievances [1]." It says, "or abridging t he freedom of
speech..."
In a more det ailed explanat ion in Wikipedia, it says, "T he First Amendment (Amendment I) t o
t he Unit ed S t at es Const it ut ion prohibit s t he making of any law respect ing an est ablishment of
religion, impeding t he free exercise of religion, abridging t he freedom of speech, infringing on
t he freedom of t he press, int erfering wit h t he right t o peaceably assemble, or prohibit ing
t he pet it ioning for a government al redress of grievances. It was adopt ed on December 15, 1791,
as one of t he t en amendment s t hat const it ut e t he Bill of Right s [2]."

Bot h explanat ions it gave in Wikipedia, and in t he short explanat ion it gave above, t hey bot h
say t hat we should have freedom of speech, and it should be allowed. Freedom of speech means
t hat we have t he freedom of speech, or we can speak freely. T his complet ely cont radict s t he
claim above t hat t he government should not place any rest rict ions on free speech. T he
amendment says t hat we should have freedom of speech, but t he resolut ion for my opponent 's
side basically says t hat we should not have t he ent ire freedom of speech, t hat t he government
places rest rict ions, which is not freedom. S o t he amendment cont radict s t hat t he government
should place rest ricit ions, hence t herefore we should not place rest rict ions on free speech,
t herefore t he resolut ion is affirmed because of t he First Amendment in t he US . T herefore vot e
for Pro.

T he UN declarat ion of Human Right s, t he first art icle also says, "All human beings are born free
and equal in dignit y and right s. T hey are endowed wit h reason and conscience and should act
t owards one anot her in a spirit of brot herhood [3]." T his says t hat people have equal right s, and
freedom of speech is a right , so we should have it . My opponent 's side makes a cont radict ion of
many laws. T herefore, vot e for Pro.

Conclusion

I have shown t hat we should not place rest rict ions on hat e speech because if we do, it will harm
many laws such as t he first amendment , and some UN laws. T here are lot s of more laws t hat I can
say t hat harms t he side t hat t he government should place rest rict ions, but if I put more, I t hink

say t hat harms t he side t hat t he government should place rest rict ions, but if I put more, I t hink
it will be spamming. My framework was about freedom of speech, and I perfect ly argued wit h
t hat saying t hat t he freedom of speech says t hat we should not place rest rict ions, and I
explained t hat in my argument s. T herefore, please vot e for Pro, as you can't vot e for Con
because of t he laws of t he US , and t he UN are NOT in his side.

Vale

References
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Please vot e for Pro, T hank you. T hanks for t he debat e Con!!!

Famousdebater (CON)
I won't go into rebuttals this round for 2 reasons:

A - My opponent hasn't opted in to do so.
B - I don't need to since the K completely negates both of my opponent's cases.

This round is for expansions upon arguments however my case is sufficiently explained and is
strong enough to both meet my burden and negate my opponent's entire case, so instead I'm
going to use this round to expand upon the burdens (which my opponent is very confused about
at the moment) and I'll also explain what a debate Kritik (K) is and how this form of debate

at the moment) and I'll also explain what a debate Kritik (K) is and how this form of debate
theory can be used to meet my burden and negate my opponent's case.

Burdens and the Kritik
There are two burdens in this debate. My opponent's burden and my burden.

My opponent's is to prove the statement that the government should not place any
restrictions on f ree speech to be true.
My burden is to prove the statement that the government should not place any restrictions
on f ree speech to be false.

By showing that the government has no moral obligation (ie. the definition of should) to not
place any restrictions on free speech I am proving the claim that the government should not
place any restrictions on f ree speech to be false.

This is because should and should not are both claims that require the existence of objective
morality. My opponent has not even attempted to prove objective morality to exist and he hasn't
attempted to prove that any such moral obligation (as stated in the resolution) exists at all. My
opponent cannot possibly win a debate when he is supposed to prove that governments have a
moral obligation to do / not do something when he doesn't even make ANY attempt to show
that any such moral obligation even exists.

By showing that moral obligation doesn't exist, my opponent's case crumbles because his
burden can only be affirmed if moral obligation exists. By burden is also advanced due to the
fact that I am negating the claim that the government should not place any restrictions on
f ree speech.

An extremely common misconception in debate is the belief that in normative topics (where
should or ought is used in the resolution), that one side has to argue that x should be done and
that the other side has to argue that x should not be done. This is false.

A kritik is a type of debate theory which attacks the resolution and what it states to both refute

your opponent's case and to also advance your burden. It is a commonly used style of debate particularly within Lincoln Douglas (LD) debate [1][2].

I have one burden and that is to negate the resolution. The K sufficiently negates the resolution
and due to the fact that my opponent has not attempted to refute the K at all the debate is very
clearly leaning in my favor.

I urge all voters to vote Con because of the very clear lack of resolutional and relevant burden
advancement on my opponent's behalf. I'm happy to answer any questions during the cross
examination period.

Sources

[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lincoln%E2%80%93Douglas_debate#Kritiks
[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lincoln%E2%80%93Douglas_debate

Cross-Examination
Famousdebater: I'm assuming that the final round will be solely for rebuttals. Correct? If so,
then can the final round be for rebuttals of both the first and second rounds.
fire_wings: Yeah, it will be the rebuttals of the first 2 rounds
Famousdebater: Cool.
Famousdebater: Do you have any questions on my burden assessment?
Famousdebater: Or the K? It's pretty advanced debate theory, so please ask questions if
you've got any - I tried to keep the Kritik as simple as possible.
Famousdebater: I'm guessing that he has no objections/questions to the burden assessment
or the K since it's been 2 days and he has been active on DDO and I even requested him to
engage in the cross examination and he said that he would (about a day ago).
fire_wings: I'm here
fire_wings: I don't really know about K's, but I'll try. And, the burden thing is wrong.
fire_wings: I thought you would make your arguments in the next round, but you didn't.
Famousdebater: So what are your questions regarding the burdens?

Famousdebater: So what are your questions regarding the burdens?
Famousdebater: And what are your problems with the structure? R1 was for arguments. R2
was for expansion upon arguments. The final round will be for rebuttals. I don't see the
confusion.
Famousdebater:
fire_wings:
fire_wings:
fire_wings:
fire_wings:
fire_wings:
Famousdebater:
Famousdebater:

f ire_wings (PRO)
This will be really short. My opponent only makes semantics, and cheats the burden, making it
much easier for him to win. He doesn't actually make real arguments in Round 2, and spends
most of his time on burdens in Round 1.

"My case is very simple. There are many, many normative ethical theories. Each of these pose
different ideas of what is moral [3]. Examples include ideologies such as:

Intellectualism - the belief that the action that best fosters and promotes knowledge is the most
moral action [4].Welfarism - the belief that the action that increases economic welfare and
general welfare is the most moral action [4].Utilitarianism - the belief that the action that
promotes and maintains the most happiness is the most moral action [4].

Different people believe these examples of normative ethical theories (and more) [5]. There is no
one objective standard - if there was, then different people would not believe different things (ie.
the very definition of the term subjective {paraphrased using synonyms}) [6]

Metaethical theories are theories regarding what morality actually is [7]. Normative ethics are what

Metaethical theories are theories regarding what morality actually is [7]. Normative ethics are what
make up metaethical theories since they dictate what is actions are moral (in this case the
examples include: actions that promote/foster knowledge; actions that increase economic
welfare/general welfare and action that maintain and promote happiness) [4].

Since there are no unanimous and innate agreements on what normative ethical theories are
correct and normative ethical theories make up metaethical ones, it is clear that there is no
objective moral standard which my opponent's case is contingent on."

That seriously doesn't make any sense to the debate topic.

Famousdebater (CON)
I ntro

This debate is very, very clear in its outcome (as is clearly evidenced by my opponent's final
round - which I'll get on to later). This round was supposed to be for rebuttals but my case and
my clarified case both affirm my burden and negate my opponent's through the use of LD
Debate Theory (specifically through a Kritik).

My opponent's final round looks long but in reality it's just him copy and pasting a large
portion of my case and saying that it doesn't make sense and that it's irrelevant to the
topic without actually negating the K in any way, shape or form.

If my opponent wishes to negate the K based on irrelevancy he cannot merely assert it. I have
provided an in depth case on why the K is relevant to this debate (due to its contingency on moral
absolutism/objectivity and moral obligation), and my opponent has continued to ignore every
single point I've raised in this debate.

The relevancy of Kritiks in debates is a debatable topic too and if my opponent really wanted to
go down that pathway he could have negated my case. He, instead, merely asserted that the K
was irrelevant without any support for this assertion.

Therefore, his case is negated based on the premise that not once did he prove moral obligation
- making his burden impossible to affirm.

Burden f ulf illment / Conclusion

In this debate I had to negate the claim:

That the government should not place any restrictions on free speech

I have shown that this claim is false based on the fact that you cannot affirm this claim without
the existence of moral obligation (ie. should not = have a moral obligation to not do ...).

Since my opponent could not achieve this, he is unable to fulfill his burden whereas mine has
been fulfilled simultaneously by me proving that the resolution is false.

My burden is fulfilled. My opponent's is clearly not. I ask all voters to vote based on the content
of the debate and not vote in accordance with their pre-existing bias on the topic or on the
relevancy of Kritiks in debate.

The outcome of this debate is incredibly clear - Vote CON!

